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Abstract- -The main objective of the paper is to compare the numerical performance of several 
pseudo-time integration algorithms, used for driving finite element solutions of compressible flow 
equations towards the steady state. The algorithms are implementations of four strategies: explicit, 
linear implicit, multistage linear implicit, and nonlinear. All, except he explicit scheme, employ a 
particular implementation f GMRES to solve systems of linear equations. The nonlinear algorithm 
uses at each time step two iterations of the Newton method with an approximate Jacobian. The finite 
element formulation is a version of the stabilized FEM with h-adaptivity. The comparison is done 
for three flow problems, in three flow regimes: subsonic, transonic, and supersonic. Final conclusions 
concerning relative performance of the methods are drawn. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
Keywords - -S tab i l i zed  finite elements, Compressible flow, Pseudo-time integration. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Stabilized finite element methods are now widely used for simulations of viscous and inviscid 
compressible flows. After the famous paper by Hughes and Brooks [1], stabilized methods were 
developed under several different names: SUPG (streamline upwind Petrov Galerkin), GLS 
(Galerkin/least-squares), SD (streamline diffusion). Important steps in the application of the 
methods to compressible flows were the generalization tothe system of Euler equations expressed 
in terms of entropy variables [2,3], development of artificial viscosity models (named often shock 
capturing terms) based on the residual of the Euler equations [4,5], and reformulation of the 
methods for compressible variables [6,7]. On the theoretical side, the achievements included 
proofs of convergence of the methods for systems of conservation laws [8] and a posteriori error 
estimates for stationary convection-diffusion problems [9]. 
The SUPG/SD methods are often formulated as space-time methods. However, due to excessive 
requirements ofcomputational resources in actual computations, ome additional time discretiza- 
tion is usually performed. In the present paper, we use a stabilized finite element method for 
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space discretization of the Euler equations of compressible fluid flow and compare main time 
discretization strategies: explicit, linear implicit, and nonlinear implicit. The comparison is done 
in terms of computer time usage for problems in three different flow regimes: subsonic, transonic, 
and supersonic. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a stabilized finite element algorithm for 
stationary Euler equations is described; in Section 3, we present ime integration schemes; their 
implementation is considered in Section 4; Section 5 presents results of numerical examples; and 
final conclusions are drawn in Section 6. 
2. STABIL IZED F IN ITE  ELEMENT METHOD FOR 
INV ISC ID  COMPRESSIBLE  FLOW PROBLEMS 
The Euler equations of inviscid compressible flows in terms of conservation variables look as 
follows: 
U(x, t), t + fE(u), i  = 0, (1) 
where: 
x--point inside a computational domain t ic c R 8, s = 1, 2, or 3, 
t--t ime instant, 
U = (p, puj, pe)T--vector of conservation variables (p--density, uj--velocity components 
(j = 1, . . . ,  s), e--total specific energy), 
• f~ = (pu~,puiuj + pSij,(pe + p)ui)T--vectors of Eulerian fluxes (p = (~f - 1)(pe - 
(1/2)puiui)--pressure, 3,--ratio of specific heats at constant volume and at constant pres- 
sure, 5ij--Kronecker's delta), 
• ,t, ,i--time and space partial derivatives o ° (summation convention is always implied 
by repeated indices). 
For space discretization of (1), we use.the standard finite element space V of continuous, 
piecewise linear functions. We assume that Dirichlet boundary conditions are specified on the 
inflow part of the boundary Of~c. A generalization of several variations [5-7,10] of the stabilized 
FEM for steady-state problems (U,t = 0) can be formulated as follows. 
Find U°°(x) E V 8+2 satisfying Dirichlet boundary conditions and such that for every test function 
W c V ~+2 vanishing wherever Dirichlet boundary conditions are set, the following holds: 
T E c¢ Jfo W-r fE (u°° )n idS+~ W, iK i j (U  )U , jdV=O,  - W, i f  i (U )dV+ T oo oo 
e ~lc  c' 
(2) 
where: 
* hi--outward normal unit vector, 
• Kij--stabilization matrices, K~j -- KL --4-KAVa3 , K i - - l inear  stabilization, KAY--nonlinear 
artificial viscosity. 
Linear stabilization matrices are introduced to prevent oscillations that appear when standard 
Galerkin procedures are applied to equations of convection dominated flows. They have the form: 
K L = A~OAj 
(A~ = (fE),u). 
Different stabilized methods use different matrices O. For our 2D flow simulations, we used 
the matrix e developed by Hansbo in [10]: 
h 0 = ~ (A~ + A~) -1/' 
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and corresponding to approximate diagonalization of the system of the Euler equations [3] (h de- 
notes a linear element size). 
For simplified 1D or scalar cases, stabilization by matrices K L can be shown to be equivalent 
to upwind differencing of flux terms [1,11]. 
REMARK. Another way to stabilize Galerkin formulations is to modify test functions W (the 
usual procedure for SUPG/SD methods). For the stationary Baler equations, both procedures 
are equivalent. 
Nonlinear artificial viscosity matrices K AV (nonlinearity is understood with respect o the 
gradient of unknowns) are based on the residual of the steady-state Euler equations fi,i [5,7,10]: 
AV f :kAo  I fk k 
h ~/ , 50i. 
KO = -2 U :Ao  1U l ~/ ,-]-~ 
Here e is some small positive constant, I denotes the identity matrix, and Ao:  is the Hessian 
of the entropy function 7/ for the Euler equations (~(U) = -pln(pp-'Y)) with respect o the 
conservation variables (Ao 1 = ~/,vv)- Matrix Ao 1 (a symmetrizer of the Euler equations) is 
symmetric, positive definite, and therefore, defines calar product in the state space that can be 
used for considerations concerning entropy stability of approximation methods [5,12]. 
3. T IME D ISCRET IZAT ION 
In order to solve the nonlinear system of equations (2), an iteration procedure has to be 
designed. The simplest choice is to add the time derivative term, fnc W:U, t ,  corresponding to
the time derivative in (1), and then use a certain time (or pseudo-time) stepping algorithm to 
drive solutions to the steady state. 
A general formula, used in derivation of all considered time integration schemes, is obtained in 
two stages. The time derivative of U is discretized using the first-order finite difference: 
un+ 1 __  U n 
U,t - At ' 
where At = t n+l - t n, the time step length. The remaining terms are computed as linear 
combinations of the values at time t '~ and t n+l. The resulting scheme reads as follows. 
Given an initial guess U°(x) = U(x,0), find a sequence of solutions Un+:(x) 6 V s+2 satisfying 
suitable Dirichlet boundary conditions and such that for every test function W 6 V s+2 vanishing 
wherever Dirichlet boundary conditions are specified, holds: 
1.._1_/~ W-rUn+ldV_a~ W,~fE(un+l) dV_4_a~ 0 W-rfE(un+l) nidS 
At  c c ~c 
: (u.+l)uT  W# K 0 . dV 
C 
1 /~ W-rUndV+( l  a ) /n  : E n ,/0 =- -  - W#f~ (U)dV- (1 -a )  WTf$(Un+')nidS 
At c c nc 
~)[  : . - (I - W,~ K 0 (U)U j  dV 
J~ c 
(3) 
(since time discretization of the boundary terms is always identical to that of internal integrals 
with Eulerian fluxes, in subsequent formulae they are replaced, for simplicity, by the symbol 
BT). The coefficients a and/~ are assumed to be arbitrary values from the interval (0,1). For 
steady-state solutions, the formulation (3) is equivalent to the original method (2). 
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The standard finite element substitutions, 
NNOD NNO D 
Un+l(x) = E U~4+ICM(x) and W(x) = E WNCN(X) 
M=I N=I 
(NNoD is the number of nodes)n a finite element mesh, ¢i and Ui denote a scalar global shape 
function associated with ith node and a solution at ith node, respectively), lead to the system of 
NNOD nonlinear (vector) equations: 
NN°° (~ 1 ) 9f~ E -'-~¢Nq)MdY" Uy 1 -o l  CN,if E (U n+l) dV + BT 
M=I c c 
NNOD 
..~t-/~ E (f~ ~)N'iKiJ (un'P1) q)M,jdV'UnM+I) 
M----I c (4) 
= - Cg,ifi (U)  dV - ST 
C C 
- (1 -/3) ]~c CN'iKiJ (U~)U'~ dV. 
Now we can develop several time marching algorithms corresponding to different choices of 
parameters a and ~3. 
3.1 .  Exp l i c i t  A lgor i thm,  a = 0, f~ : 0 
To obtain an explicit algorithm, besides assuming a = 0 and f~ = 0, the standard procedure 
of lumping the mass matrix through summing all contributions in a row and putting the sum 
on the main diagonal is employed, SNN = )-~NN=°l° ( fnc  (1 /At )¢NCM dV).  The resulting explicit 
scheme reads: 
Dirichlet boundary conditions are implemented by simple substitutions, except for a solid wall 
boundary taken into account by modification of fluxes in the boundary term. 
The explicit scheme (5) resembles the Lax-Wendroff scheme (through neglecting artificial vis- 
cosity and assuming O = (At/2)I) and possesses similar restrictions on the maximum allowable 
time step. For multidimensional, nonlinear flow equations, these restrictions are even more severe 
than the standard condition for the CFL number from 1D analysis of linearized problems: 
CFL - At(c  + lul) < 1 
h 
(c--speed of sound). 
Since we aim at finding steady-state solutions, we exchange the global time increment At 
with a local time step Atloc [13]. The latter is computed based on the global value of the CFL 
number and local values of state variables. We define a global CFL number in the range 0.2 + 0.5 
(depending on the problem) and compute for each nodal point 
CFL ~N" h 
Atloc 
Ne---]- " ~2-~1 c + ~'  
where summation extends over all Nel elements sharing a given node and h, c, and ui are computed 
locally, two latter in the middle of the element. 
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3.2. One-Stage  Linear Impl ic i t  A lgor i thm,  a = 0,/~ = 1 
Linear implicit algorithm corresponds to the choice a = 0,/3 = I and the substitution 
K~j (V n÷i) := K~j(Vn) 
At each time step, a system of NNOD vector linear equations 
NNOD 1 
M=I (6) 
=~c~cl°cCNUndV+~flv CN#fE(Un)dV--~Ofl(:¢NfiE(Un)nidS 
has to be solved (It denotes the r×r identity matrix, r = s+2). The Dirichtet boundary conditions 
(together with a solid wall boundary condition) are handled, here and for all subsequent schemes, 
by means of the penalty method [14]. Atio¢ is for all implicit schemes computed locally as 
h 
Atloc = CFL- 
c + ~/uiui" 
If in algorithm (6) we neglect artificial viscosity and assume O = (At/2)I, we obtain a version 
of the Lax-Wendroff method (in the context of finite elements called the Taylor-Galerkin method) 
analyzed in [14]. We will call the algorithm (6) a modified Taylor-Galerkin method (MTG). 
For multidimensional linearized problems with global time step, the algorithm defined by (6) 
possesses conditional stability with restrictions on At of the form [15] 
~t(c + ~)  <1. h 
3.3. Two-Stage L inear  Impl ic i t  A lgor i thm,  a = 0, ~ = 1 
One of the ways in which one can improve convergence properties of the scheme (6) is to design 
a multistage algorithm where in each time step several problems with the same stiffness matrix 
and different right-hand sides are solved and their solutions are combined together to obtain the 
final approximation at the next time instant. This strategy recently gained interest and lead to 
the development of several efficient algorithms for linear hyperbolic problems [16]. 
If we denote by S~NM an r x r (r = s + 2) block from the stiffness matrix of (6) 
SrNM : /~Ic [ ~-~IocCNCMIr ~-¢N,iKij(Un)¢M,j] dV, 
a simple multistage algorithm is given by 
~ s~.  O~ = ~-~,o CNu dU + ¢~#fg(v ~) dU - BT, 
M=I  c c 
(7) 
S~M" j~ A--)~lo ¢NU dV + j~ ¢N,~ 2 dV- BT, 
M=I  C c 
where 0 is an intermediate solution and boundary terms (BT) are approximated in the same way 
as internal integrals. The rationale behind the scheme (7), which we will call a two-stage modified 
Taylor-Galerkin scheme (2SMTG), is to increase the stability of the algorithm by computing fluxes 
not only at the beginning of the time step but also at intermediate stages. For linear hyperbolic 
problems, the scheme (7) is unconditionally stable [16], but for nonlinear flow problems, we 
observed only at most twofold increase in time step length as compared to the scheme (6). 
REMARK. Another way to improve performance ofthe implicit methods is to use a frozen stiffness 
matrix in several time steps. This method requires a certain strategy to choose the number of time 
steps after which the stiffness matrix has to be recomputed and gives limited gains in convergence 
speed. 
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3.4 .  Non l inear  Imp l i c i t  A lgor i thm,  ~ = 1, fl = 1 
A fully nonlinear algorithm results from the substitutions c~ = 1, fl = 1: 
N~D (~ C 1 V U~4 +1) (U n+l) 
M=I -'~locCNqbM d • - £c  CN'ifE dV + BT 
NNOD 
-~- M=I ~ (£C ¢N'iKij (un+I)¢M'jdV'UnM+I) = £6, Z.~ un dV. 
(8) 
The scheme corresponds to the backward Euler time discretization of inviscid flow equations 
with stabilization terms (we will call it NLE--nonlinear Euler algorithm). This is the only 
time integration method proven to be unconditionally stable in the sense of entropy function 
stability [12]. 
At each time step, we use an approximate Newton method to solve the system of nonlinear 
equations (8). Let us denote by U the vector of all unknowns at all nodal points (so UM denotes 
the components of U corresponding to a single node M and the dimension of U is (s + 2). NNOD). 
Then the system (8) can be written shortly as 
F(U "+1) =o. (9) 
The exact Newton method for (9) reads as follows. 
For k = 0, 1, 2, . . .  until convergence: find V k+l -- V k -}- Auk ,  where 
J (Uk) • AU k = -F  (U k) 
with U ° = U n and the final converged solution substituted for U n+l. 
J denotes the exact Jacobian of (9), 
OF 
J=  
0U" 
Two modifications are introduced into the above algorithm. Instead of the exact, certain ap- 
proximate Jacobian is substituted and only two Newton steps are performed at each time step. 
The reason for the first simplification is difficulty in computing the derivatives of nonlinear sta- 
bilization terms. The second change results from the idea of gradually increasing computational 
effort in subsequent methods: the explicit algorithm does not require the solution of a system of 
linear equations, in the one-stage implicit linear scheme at each time step we solve one system, in 
two-stage strategy one system with two right-hand sides, and finally in the nonlinear algorithm, 
we solve two systems of linear equations at each time step. 
We construct an approximate Jacobian in the following way. First we use the homogeneity of
Eulerian fluxes with respect o the conservation variables: 
fE (un+l) ---- Ai (un+l). un+l, 
then substitute to (8) 
Ai (U '~+1) := Ai(U n) and Kij (U n+l) := Ki j (U  n) 
and compute directly the Jacobian of the simplified equations with respect o the vector U n+l. 
The procedure results in the following algorithm to advance the solution by one time step. 
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Initialize: U ° = U n 
For k = 0, 1 
find AU k satisfying Dirichlet conditions at specified boundary nodes and such that: 
NN°° (£  [ 1 ] ) 
E -~l-l~loc CNCMI4 -- CN'iki(vn)¢M + CN'iKij(vn)qSM'J dV. AU~4 + BT 
M=I c 
1 
= /~c [-Tk--(---loclocCN (UO-- uk) + ¢N,ifE (uk) -- ¢N,iKij (Uk) U,kj] dV - BT 
(11) 
update: U k+l = U k + AU k 
Substitute: U n+l = U 2 
The approximations introduced in the Newton method spoil the unconditional stability of the 
backward Euler scheme. Nevertheless, the NLE scheme (11) should allow for the larger time 
steps than linear methods. To fully exploit this advantage of the nonlinear algorithm, a strategy, 
discussed in the next section, has been developed to adaptively change at each time step the 
global CFL number used to compute local time step length. 
REMARK. We restricted the possible choices of parameters a and fl to only three presented cases 
since, in our view, they provide the most computationally efficient parameter combinations for 
four time integration strategies considered in the paper: explicit, linear implicit, multistage linear 
implicit, and nonlinear. 
4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ALGORITHMS 
All presented algorithms have been implemented in an h-adaptive finite element code that uses 
unstructured meshes consisting of linear triangular elements. The three-point Gauss-Legendre 
quadratures are used for computing element integrals. 
Adaptations were based on an indicator [6]: 
e = h 2.  f~,kAo ' fk ,k ,  
the square of weighted L 2 norm of the residual of stationary Euler equations. This indicator is 
based on an error estimate for scalar convection-diffusion problems [9]. Mesh modifications are 
done by divisions of triangles into four subtriangles, that maintains a regular shape of elements 
but requires the introduction of constrained (hanging) nodes [17]. 
The implementations of algorithms use a concept of patches of elements urrounding nodes. 
For each node in a given mesh, a set of elements for which the node contributes to their shape 
functions is constructed [18]. At each time step (or Newton iteration in the nonlinear algorithm), 
element stiffness matrices are computed and assembled into patch stiffness matrices. The global 
stiffness matrix is never assembled. Patch stiffness matrices, consisting of all nonzero entries in 
the rows of the global stiffness matrix corresponding to a given node, define a storage scheme for 
the global stiffness matrix based on a mesh topology. Similarly, the global load vector is stored 
in the program in the form of a set of local patch load vectors. 
The explicit algorithm is implemented in a straightforward manner. In a loop over all nodes 
(patches of elements), nodal values are updated using patch load vectors and formula (5). Patch 
stiffness matrices are computed and lumped only at the first time step or after adaptation. 
As a convergence indicator, we used a maximum norm of the difference in density at a given 
time step 
D IFF= max [p~v+l - p~v I. (12) 
N=I,NNOD 
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Figure 1. NACA0012 examples--initial mesh with 729 nodes. 
Figure 2. NACA0012 examples--detail of the initial mesh (magnification x 20). 
Convergence to steady-state solutions for linear implicit algorithms (MTG and 2SMTG) de- 
pends strongly on the performance of a linear equations olver. We employed the GMRES 
solver [19] preconditioned with the block Gauss-Seidel method [20]. Matrix-vector products in 
the GMRES algorithm are implemented using one block Gauss-Seidel iteration followed by suit- 
able substitutions. Each block Gauss-Seidel iteration consists of a loop over nodes (patches of 
elements) for which a local problem with a patch stiffness matrix and a load vector is solved with 
values on the boundary of a patch taken as Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
In order to limit time spent in solving linear equations, we assumed that the accuracy of 
GMRES, measured as the L2 norm of the current residual of the system of equations (equal to 
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Figure 3. NACA0012 Mach 3 flow--Mach number contours for the initial mesh. 
.. Explicit, CFL=0.3 - -  
'~. MTG,  CFL=I  . . . . .  
\ \  2SMTG, CFL=2 . . . . .  
!,X NLE ......... 
Figure 4. Convergence for the NACA0012 Mach 3 flow--initial mesh (DIFF/CFL = 
ma.XN=I ,NNO D [p~y +1 - -  p~I /CFL) .  
the correction introduced by the current Gauss-Seidel iteration), should be equal to one percent 
of the error (12) in the previous time step. As a result, the number of GMRES iterations (the 
dimension of the Krylov space) in all examples never exceeded 20. 
The convergence to steady state of the nonlinear method (NLE) presents a more complicated 
problem. At each time step, despite the "linear" convergence of GMRES, also the "nonlinear" 
convergence of Newton iterations has to be taken into account. We employed the following 
strategy based on choosing the global CFL number as the main control parameter. 
The convergence in time (measured by (12)) is only monitored and does not influence the CFL 
number. To ensure the convergence of Newton iterations, we measured, at each time step, the 
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Figure 5. NACA0012 Mach 3 flow--Mach number contours on the third refined 
mesh. 
Figure 6, NACA0012 Mach 3 example--detail of the third refined mesh (magnifica- 
tion ×20). 
max norm of the increment of density after two consecutive iterations and computed the ratio 
7" = maXN'=I'NNoD IAP~vl 
maxN=l,NNoo IApO/" 
When r was smaller than some prescribed limit ~qow, we increased the global CFL (by the factor 
of 2), when r was greater than another limit 7high, CFL was divided by 10 to recover from 
the loss of convergence. As limiting values 7qow and Thigh, we used 0.4 and 0.8, respectively, 
trying to maintain approximately quadratic convergence of Newton. iterations. When solving 
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MTG,  CFL=I  . . . . .  
2SMTG,  CFL=1.5  . . . . .  
NLE  . . . .  
Figure 7. Convergence for the NACA0012 Mach 3 flow--three times refined mesh, 
14,312 nodes (DIFF/CFL = maXN=I,NNoD --p~vI/CFL). 
Table 1. Convergence of time discretization schemes for the NACA0012 Mach 3 flow. 
Initial mesh--729 nodes 
Number of time steps 
CPU time (sec) 
CPU time per time steps 
Refined mesh--14,312 nodes 
Number of time steps 
CPU time (sec) 
CPU time per time steps 
Explicit MTG 2SMTG NLE 
532 
71.03 
0.13 
2056 
6511 
3.17 
139 
66.71 
0.48 
598 
7733.21 
12.93 
84 
58.39 
0.69 
425 
7649.47 
18.00 
16 
19.19 
1.20 
143 
4257.12 
29.77 
linear equations, we limited the number of GMRES iterations to 20 for each Newton iteration. 
This, combined with slower linear convergence of GMRES caused by increased CFL number (less 
diagonally dominant stiffness matrices), resulted in only approximate solution of systems of linear 
equations. Nevertheless, the strategy turned out to be effective and more efficient in practice than 
strategies based on monitoring the convergence of the backward Euler algorithm and strategies 
operating on local time step length Atloc. 
REMARK. A similar strategy based on choosing the time step length in nonlinear implicit algo- 
rithm has been presented in [21] for a matrix free formulation of the Newton method. There, a 
product of the exact Jacobian with vectors of the Krylov base in GMRES is approximated by 
finite difference formula for directional derivative. The procedure requires the creation of the 
right-hand side of (10) for each Krylov base vector and is very time consuming. The success of 
the approach depends on the development of an efficient preconditioner for the system of linear 
equations that would ensure fast convergence of GMRES and reduce the necessary dimension of 
the Krylov space. We tested the combination of the matrix free method with the block Jacobi 
preconditioning based on patch stiffness matrices from the formulation (11). This method turned 
out in practice to be several times slower than the NLE algorithm. 
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Figure 8. NACA0012 Mach 0.85 example--Mach number contours on the initial 
mesh. 
NLI : :  . . . . . . . . . .  
, , , , i 
Figure 9. Convergence for NACA0012 Mach 0.85 flow--initial mesh (DIFF/CFL ---- 
maXN=I,NNoD [p~v -kl -- p~r[/CFL). 
5. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
The four described time integration algorithms: explicit (Expl), one-stage linear implicit 
(MTG), two-stage linear implicit (2SMTG), and nonlinear (NLE) have been tested for three 
examples of inviscid flows in three regimes: supersonic, transonic, and subsonic. The results 
of computations are illustrated with contour maps of the Mach number and convergence plots. 
Convergence is expressed by the decrease of the ratio DIFF/CFL versus CPU time of a simula- 
tion. The choice of DIFF/CFL rather than DIFF (12) alone serves, in our view, better the aim 
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Figure 10. NACA0012 Mach 0.85 example--detail of the second refined mesh (mag- 
nification x20). 
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Figure 11. NACA0012 Mach 0.85 flow--Mach number contours on the second refined 
mesh. 
of comparing the algorithms with different time stepping strategies. D IFF/CFL is related to the 
size of residual of the Euler equations that is independent of the time discretization method. If 
we stop simulations with one method and continue with another, that is D IFF /CFL  that remains 
approximately the same, while DIFF may be changed by more than an order of magnitude. 
All computations were done on a single MIPS R10000 (180 MHz) processor of Silicon Graphics 
Origin 200 computer (~ 100 MFLOPS, SPECfp_base95 = 14.4). 
5.1. Superson ic  Mach  3 F low Around the  NACA0012 Air fo i l  
The supersonic test case is the Mach 3 flow around the NACA0012 airfoil [22] with the angle 
of attack 0 °. The initial mesh depicted in Figures 1 and 2 consists of 729 nodes. Thanks to 
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Figure 12. Convergence for NACA Mach 0.85 flow--twice refined mesh, 5145 nodes 
(DIFF/CFL = maXN=I,NNoD IP~v +1 -- P~v[ /CFL)  • 
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Figure 13. NACA0012 Mach 0.85 example---convergence, in terms of DIFF/CFL 
versus CPU time, on six consecutive meshes for NLE algorithm (DIFF/CFL ---- 
maXN=I ,NNoD [p~V q ' l  --  p~[ /CFL) .  
the use of the graded, nonuniform mesh, the computational domain is large enough to exclude 
the influence of the boundary conditions on the convergence of the methods. Still however, 
most of elements is near the airfoil, allowing one to obtain the required accuracy with only 
slightly increased computational effort as compared to smaller computational domains. Figure 3 
shows the steady-state solution and Figure 4 presents the convergence histories of four described 
algorithms. 
After achieving convergence on the initial mesh, the mesh was adapted (with refinement indi- 
cator e -- 10 -6) and computations repeated for the new mesh. The procedure was then repeated 
twice and the final solution, obtained on the mesh with three levels of refinement and 14,312 
nodes, is shown in Figure 5 (a detail of the mesh is shown in Figure 6). Convergence history in 
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Figure 14. NACA0012 Mach 0.85 example--convergence, i  t rms of DIFF/CFL ver- 
sus number of iterations, on six consecutive meshes for NLE algorithm (DIFF/CFL ---- 
maXN=I ,NNoD [p~v +1 - -  p~vl/CFL). 
Figure ! 5. NACA0012 Ma~h 0.85 example---history f the global CFL number for 
the first 1000 steps. 
Figure 7 shows CPU time after the last refinement of the mesh. The convergence rate is now 
much slower, not only per CPU time, but also per one iteration of each method. Table 1 shows 
for each time discretization method the number of iterations and CPU time necessary to reach 
the accuracy 10 -6. For both meshes, the NLE algorithm is considerably faster than the other 
algorithms. 
5.2. Transonic  Mach  0.85 F low Around the  NACA0012 Airfoi l  
w i th  1 ° Ang le  o f  A t tack  
The same initial mesh as for Mach 3 flow is used for the next example--the transonic flow 
around NACA0012 profile with Mach number 0.85 and angle of attack 1 °. Figure 8 presents Mach 
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Figure 16. NACA0012 Mach 0.85 example--detail of the sixth refined mesh, 21,447 
nodes (magnification x 200). 
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Figure 17. NACA0012 Mach 0.85 flow--Mach number contours on the sixth refined 
mesh, 21,447 nodes. 
number contours obtained on that mesh. Convergence history is shown in Figure 9. A similar 
adaptation procedure as for supersonic case (with the same refinement indicator e --- 10 -6) is 
performed for this example, and Figures 10 and 11 show a detail of the mesh after two refinements 
and the solution on that mesh, respectively. Convergence history (Figure 12) reveals much slower 
rates than for the unrefined mesh. To illustrate the influence of refinements on convergence, 
Figure 13 presents the convergence for the whole simulation procedure, for six consecutive meshes, 
and the nonlinear method (NLE). It can be seen that consecutive refinements slow down the 
convergence not only due to more time necessary to solve each one step problem, but also due 
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Figure 19. Flow around a cylinder--Mach number contours. 
to slower convergence per each time step, Figure 14. This is mainly due to smaller element sizes 
accompanied by the decrease in the maximal CFL number eached uring time stepping process. 
The latter is caused by the approximate character of the Jacobian in (11), that does not allow for 
exploiting the unconditional stability of the backward Euler method. The history of the global 
CFL number for the first 1000 time steps of simulation is depicted in Figure 15, then the maximal 
CFL number never exceeded 8. Figure 16 presents a detail of the last mesh, and Figure 17 shows 
the steady-state solution obtained on that mesh. 
5.3. Subson ic  Mach  0.38 F low Around a Cy l inder  
The last example is a subsonic, subcritical flow around a cylinder with Mach number equal to 
0.38 (due to symmetry, a half of the cylinder was considered). The initial mesh of 4125 nodes is 
presented in Figure 18. Solution is depicted in Figure 19, and convergence history in Figure 20. 
The advantage of the nonlinear algorithm is strikingly clear. However, before drawing con- 
clusions, one has to take into account several implementation issues. For all the methods, the 
same typical finite element procedures including numerical integration and creation of element 
stiffness matrices were used. One can expect hat, especially for the explicit method, substantial 
improvements can be gained by, e.g., switching to edge based data structure or using Gauss- 
Lobatto instead of Gauss-Legendre numerical integration. Still it seems that the fully nonlinear 
algorithm would remain the best among the methods. 
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Figure 20. Convergence for flow around a cylinder (DIFF/CFL = ma~XN=I,NNoD 
]p~+l _ p~[/CFL.)  
6. CONCLUSIONS 
We have compared four pseudo-time integration strategies that can be used for obtaining 
steady-state finite element approximations to compressible flow equations: explicit, linear im- 
plicit, multistage linear implicit, and fully nonlinear. The amount of computations required by 
each method per time step grows, from computing only coefficients of the finite element stiff- 
ness matrix and simple patch update in the explicit strategy, through the solution of a linear 
system in the linear implicit method, the solution of a system with two right-hand sides for 
the multistage linear implicit algorithm, up to the solution of two systems of linear equations 
in truncated Newton iterations, employed in the nonlinear scheme. Increasing amount of work 
should result in an increased stability of a method. The results of numerical experiments allow 
one to draw conclusions concerning the overall performance ofthe algorithms. For explicit, linear 
implicit, and multistage linear implicit methods, increase in stability counterbalances increased 
work requirements. The schemes have comparable performance. The nonlinear algorithm based 
on backward Euler time integration with adaptive time step control turns out to be the most 
efficient. Depending on the flow regime and the mesh employed, its efficiency, in terms of the 
total CPU time necessary to reach the steady state, is, from two up to an order of magnitude, 
better than the remaining algorithms. However, it appeared that for highly refined meshes, the 
scheme cannot use big time steps, as big as it could use for coarser grids, so further investigations 
of the nonlinear time integration algorithm are underway and will be reported in future papers. 
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